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X-ray Diffraction Analysis of 𝐁𝐚𝐙𝐫𝐎𝟑 with Hydrogen Interstitials 

Yu Tian 

BaZrO3, as known as Barium Zirconate, is a material valuable in many aspects. 

Among all the significant characteristics of BaZrO3(BZO), the possibility of hydrogen 

interstitials is of great importance. With the help of X-ray diffraction analysis, many 

kinds of structure-related information of a BaZrO3 crystal sample can be collected. In 

this thesis, the XRD pattern of hydrogen induced expansion and contraction of 

oxygen atoms in the BZO perovskite lattice is investigated both experimentally and 

theoretically. 

1 Introduction 

Like many other perovskite-structured oxides, BaZrO3, exhibits a significant proton 

conductivity, according to the study of Björketun et al[1], the preferred sites of 

hydrogen atoms, in different charge states, is determined using the calculation of 

potential energy surfaces. These interstitial hydrogen atoms interact with the 

neighboring oxygen atoms in the BZO lattice. 

 

 
Fig.1: Illustration of interaction of oxygen atoms in the BZO lattice with hydrogen 

atoms in different charge states, while the 𝐻+ ions and  𝐻0 atoms tend to drag the 

neighboring oxygen atoms toward the center of the lattice, the  𝐻− ions tend to push 

the oxygen atoms away. 

Such displacements of oxygen atoms result in obscure changes in the X-ray 

diffraction pattern, which is hard to analyze using the Bragg’s law. To deal with such 

a more complicated case, a program called “XRD Curve Generator” is designed to 
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simulate the intensity-2θ curve generated in the XRD with the BZO sample under the 

atom configurations illustrated below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 A                                                                B 

Fig.2-A: A side view of BZO lattice, in which the blue dots represent the Zr atoms, 

and the orange dots represent the oxygen atoms. 

Fig.2-B: A side view of a possible configuration of BZO lattice with hydrogen 

interstitial, in which the green dots represents the hydrogen atoms, the different 

charge states of hydrogen atoms result in different influence of the neighboring 

oxygen atoms as mentioned above. 

The theoretical basis of the program will be introduced in the following parts. 

2 Theoretical Basis of the XRD Simulator Program 

In this part, the theoretical basis of XRD is discussed, beginning with electron, to 

atoms, and finally the lattice. 

2.1 Scattered X-ray from electrons: 

Assume that the incident and scattered X-ray are plane waves of wave vector k and k’ 

respectively ( |k|= |k’|=
2𝜋 

𝜆
), then the phase difference of the scattered X-ray by an 

electron at r with respect to the reference scattered X-ray from the origin is k∙r-k’∙r, as 

illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: The phase difference between the scattered X-ray from an electron at r and that from 

the origin is k∙r-k’∙r as shown in the figure. 
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Then the amplitude of the X-ray scattered by an electron at r, using complex 

representation, can be written as 

𝐴 = 𝑒−𝑖(𝒌−𝒌’)∙𝒓                                  Eq.1 

Using 𝑸 = 𝒌’ − 𝒌 as the scattering vector, Eq.1 can be written as  

𝐴 = 𝑒𝑖𝑸∙𝒓                                     Eq.2 

Where the scattering vector Q is also related to the diffraction angle 2θ: 

 

 

| Q | = q = 
4𝜋 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝜆
. 

Considering the situation in which there are several electrons, the overall amplitude of 

scattered X-ray is simply putting the amplitude of X-ray from each electron together, 

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝑒𝑖𝑸∙𝒓𝒋
𝑗                                       Eq.3 

Then the intensity of the scattered X-ray is simply  

I = 𝐴𝐴∗                                          Eq.4 

where 𝐴∗
 is the conjugate of the complex number 𝐴. 

2.2 Scattered X-ray from an atom: 

The interaction between X-ray beam and an atom can be treated as the interaction 

between the X-ray beam and the electrons of the atom, since the exact position of 

electrons in an atom can not be obtained, a coefficient called Atomic Form Factor[2], 

𝑓(𝑞), is introduced to simplify the problem, 

𝐴𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 = 𝑓(𝑞) 𝑒𝑖𝑸∙𝒓
                                       Eq.5 

𝑓(𝑞) = ∑ 𝑎𝑗
4
𝑗=1 𝑒

−𝑏𝑗 (
𝑞

4π
)

𝟐
 
+ 𝑐                   Eq.6 

Where parameters 𝑎𝑗, 𝑏𝑗  and 𝑐 in in Eq.5 of the elements, i.e. Ba, Zr, O, Mg, are 

taken from the International Tables for Crystallography. 

 

2.3 Scattered X-ray from lattice: 

The atoms in the lattice are vibrating around the equilibrium position, such behavior 

affects the intensity of the diffracted X-ray, therefore, another coefficient called 

Debye-Waller Factor should be included to modify the intensity of XRD of the lattice. 

 Q  θ 
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𝐼𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝐼𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 ∗ 𝑑                                     Eq.7 

 

Where d can be calculated as follows: 

𝑑 = 𝑒−𝐵(
𝑠𝑖𝑛θ

𝜆
)2

                                     Eq.8 
Where B is the Debye-Waller factor mentioned above, here, the Debye-Waller factor 

of BZO is taken to fit the ratio between the heights of peaks for 001 and 002 planes. 

The Debye-Waller Factor of the sample investigated in this thesis is discussed in 

section 5. 

2.4 Generating the Intensity-2θ Curve 

Putting all the equations from Eq.1 to Eq.8 together, the intensity at 2θ of X-ray beam 

diffracted by the sample can be calculated as follows: 

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑒−𝐵(
𝑠𝑖𝑛θ

𝜆
)2

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
∗
                       Eq.9 

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ [∑ 𝑎𝑘
4
𝑘=1 𝑒

−𝑏𝑘 (
𝑞

4π
)

𝟐
 
+ 𝑐]𝑒𝑖𝑸∙𝒓𝒋

𝑗         Eq.10 

Where the position vector of each atom, 𝒓𝒋, is generated by another program called 

“Lattice Generator”. The hydrogen interstitials process is also conducted in this 

Lattice Generator program, in which the positions of the oxygen atoms changes 

according to the study mentioned in the introduction part of this thesis. 

 

2.5 Verification of the Reliability of Program 

By generating the XRD curve on BZO 001, 002 and 011 planes, and comparing them 

with the data from the Powder Diffraction File ( PDF), we can verify the reliability of 

the program. Curves generated by the program is shown as Fig.4. Comparison 

between program-generated peak and data from PDF is done in Talbe.1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4: The intensity-2θ curve generated by the XRD Simulator Program, simulating the 

locking-coupled scan over 001 planes (blue line) and 011 planes (red line) of the BZO thin 

film, which has 30 layers of lattice.  

 

Peak of 002 Peak of 011 Peak of 001 
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 2θ of Peak by Program 2θ of Peak From PDF 

001 planes 21.19° 21.175° 

011 planes 30.15° 30.106° 

002 planes 43.17° 43.096° 

Table.1: Comparing the position of peaks generated by the program with the Powder 

Diffraction File. 

3 Sample Details 

The sample used in this experiment is BaZrO3thin film on a MgO substrate. The 

epitaxial relation between the substrate and the thin film is: BaZrO3 (001) planes 

parallel to the MgO (001) planes, and parallel to the surface of the sample. 

The crystal structures of BaZrO3and MgO are illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2. 

 

Fig.5-A. The crystal structure of 𝐵𝑎𝑍𝑟𝑂3. Each lattice 

cell is a cube consists of 1 Ba atom at (0,0,0), 1 Zr atom 

at ( 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2), which is the center of the cube, and 3 

Oxygen atoms are at the face centers, ( 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2, 0), 

( 𝑎/2, 0, 𝑎/2) and ( 0, 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2) respectively, where 𝑎 is 

the lattice constant.  

 

 

 

Fig.5-B. The crystal structure of the MgO substrate. 

Each lattice cell consists of 4 Oxygen atoms and 4 Mg 

atoms. Oxygen atoms are at (𝑎/2,0,0), (0, 𝑎/2,0), 

(0,0, 𝑎/2), which is at the mid-points of 3 edges, and at 

(𝑎/2, 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2), the body center of the cube. The 4 Mg 

atoms are at (𝑎/2, 𝑎/2,0), (0, 𝑎/2, 𝑎/2), (𝑎/2,0, 𝑎/2), 

which are the face centers of the cube, and at (0,0,0). 

 

 

 

 

The planes that are parallel to the surface have the ability to diffract the incident X-ray 

into the plane of the detector. From Fig.1 and Fig.2, we can see there are only two sets 

of planes that are parallel to the surface, (001) planes and (002) planes. 

The wavelength of the X-ray used in this experiment is λ = 1.5406Å.  

The lattice constant of the BaZrO3 crystal that can be most commonly found in the 

other authors’ observation is around 4.20Å [1]. Measuring and calculating the lattice 

constant of the sample used in this experiment can be done with Bragg’s law in part 5. 
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4. Experiment Set-up 

The experiment is carried out by a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractor. The wave length of X-

ray source is 1.5406Å. The reference UHV environment is under the pressure at 

1.1 × 10−8 Torr, temperature at 100°C. The pressures of main components after a 12-

hour baking is shown by the mass spectroscopy: 

𝐻2   : 1.8 × 10−9 Torr  

𝐻2𝑂: 3.1 × 10−9 Torr 

CO  : 2.4 × 10−9 Torr 

The sample is thereafter exposed to 10 Torr Hydrogen atmosphere in the chamber. 

Under temperature at 50°C, 100°C, 150°C, reflectivity scans from 2θ =0° to 2θ =5°, 

long-range locking-coupled scans from 2θ =10° to 2θ =50°; close locking-coupled 

scans on peak of 001 planes, from 2θ =20.5° to 2θ =22° and rocking-curve scans at 2θ 

=21.19° from ω=8.5° to ω=13° are conducted to show different characters of the 

sample under different temperature. 

Even when the experimental environments are similar, the detected intensity of X-ray 

is still changing due to some external parameters, such changes are reflected in the 

changes of intensities in the reflectivity scans. To offset such changes, all reflectivity 

scans are modified by a coefficient, which is also used to modify the following XRD 

or Rocking-curve scans. 

5. Simulating Hydrogen Interstitial with Program 

Before the XRD simulator program can really be utilized, parameters used in Eq.9 

and Eq. 10 should be clarified: 

5.1 Lattice Constant 

In Eq.10, the position of each atom, 𝒓𝒋, is required. In crystals, the atoms are arranged 

with a periodicity equal to the lattice constant, 𝑎. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6. The Count per second-2θ curve long-range locking-coupled scans on BZO thin 

film, from 2θ=10° to 2θ=70°. 
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From the positions of the peaks by 001 and 002 planes, applying Bragg’s law, the 

lattice constant of BZO thin film and MgO substrate is obtained: 

𝑎𝐵𝑍𝑂 = 𝑑𝐵𝑍𝑂 001 =
𝜆

2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
= 4.200Å 

Note that 001 peak of MgO is forbidden due to the structure factor, therefore it is only 

possible to calculate MgO’s lattice constant from 002 peak. For the same reason, it is 

more accurate to calculate the BZO’s lattice constant from 001 peak. 

𝑎𝑀𝑔𝑂 = 2𝑑𝑀𝑔𝑂 002 =
𝜆

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
= 4.217Å 

This difference in lattice constant between the thin film and the substrate (mismatch) 

is also important and should be included in the program, otherwise there will be a 

difference in the height of 002 peaks between the lab data and the program-generated 

data, and will lead to a misunderstanding of the sample property, namely the Debye-

Waller Factor. 

5.2 Film Thickness 

When generating the positions of atoms, it is also essential to know how many layers 

of lattice should be put there. This can be achieved by applying the Scherrer Equation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Full width of half maximum of the peak generated by BZO (001) planes locking-

coupled scan. 

 

The thickness of the thin film can be calculated with Scherrer Equation: 

𝐷 =
0.9𝜆

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠θ
=289.9Å 

Where D is the thickness of BZO thin film, B is the line broadening at half the 

maximum intensity (FWHM), B=0.278 degree (0.00485 radians) in our sample. θ  is 

the Bragg angle. θ= 10.595 degree. 
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Applying the lattice constant that is already known, the number of BZO lattice layers 

is obtained: 

𝑁𝐵𝑍𝑂 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 =
𝐷

𝑎
≈ 70 

With a glimpse at the 002 peaks, we can see that the broadening of MgO 002 peak is 

approximately 0.7 times of that of BZO thin film, i.e. 

𝑁𝑀𝑔𝑂 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑁𝐵𝑍𝑂 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒/0.7 ≈ 100 

5.3 Finding Proper Debye-Waller Factor 

As described in Eq.7 and Eq.8, the Debye-Waller Factor, B, will change the ratio 

between different peaks. After comparing the program-generated curve with the lab 

data, the best Debye-Waller Factor to fit the data is B=36.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9 Using B=36.7 to fit the program generated data, in red line and square, with lab data, 

in blue line and circle. 
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5.4 Simulating Hydrogen Interstitials 

With all the parameter configurations finished, the hydrogen-interstitial simulation 

can finally be conducted. Applying the displacements of oxygen atoms introduced in 

section 1, the simulation curve is generated as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10. A comparison between the curve with and without hydrogen interstitial. Curve of BZO 

without hydrogen is in red line and squares, like demonstrated above in Fig.9. Curve of BZO 

with hydrogen is in green line and crosses. 

 

As illustrated in Fig.10-B, a 22% increase on the 001 peak appears after the hydrogen 

interstitial. 

On the other hand, in Fig.10-C, there is a 4% shrink on the BZO 002 peak after the 

hydrogen interstitial. 
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6. Trying to Put Hydrogen into 𝐁𝐚𝐙𝐫𝐎𝟑 in Real Life 

Now that we know what should happen to the XRD curve after the hydrogen 

interstitial, we can finally look at the XRD data of BZO, with and without hydrogen, 

to see if the hydrogen does go into the sample. However, before the most interesting 

peaks by BZO 001 planes are investigated, the reflectivity should also be analyzed, to 

off set the change of intensity induced by the hydrogen atmosphere. 

6.1 Reflectivity Analyze 

The thickness of the sample can be shown in the reflectivity curve, Fig.11 below is 

showing the reflectivity curve of our sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11. A comparison between XRR curve with and without hydrogen. Curve without 

hydrogen is in red line and squares. Pressure P≈1.1 × 10−8 Tor. Curve with hydrogen is in 

green line and crosses. Pressure P≈10 Torr. Both scans are conducted at temperature 

T=100°C 

  

In the total external reflection, where 2θ<0.3°, there is a 3% shrink, this coefficient 

should be put into consideration when analyzing later XRD scans. 

Note that the fluctuation of the green line at 2θ>3° is caused by the short time per 

step. The time per step used by the green line is 5s, while that used by the red line is 

45.2s. 
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6.2 XRD Analyze 
To see whether the hydrogen does go into the BZO thin film, a close investigation on 

the BZO 001 peaks in the XRD curve is required, Fig.12 and Fig.13 below is showing 

the XRD curve on BZO 001 planes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.12. A comparison between XRD curve of BZO 001 planes, with and without hydrogen. 

Curve without hydrogen is in red line and squares. Pressure P≈1.1 × 10−8 Torr. Curve with 

hydrogen is in green line and crosses. Pressure P≈10  Torr.Both scans are conducted at 

temperature T=100°C. 

Not like what is observed in the program-generated curves, there is no significant 

difference after the sample is exposed to the hydrogen atmosphere. 

 

Fig.13. A comparison 

between XRD curves of 

BZO 001 planes under 

hydrogen atmosphere, 

but at different 

temperature 

Green line: at T=50°C 

Red line: at T=100°C 

Blue line: at T=150°C 

Again, no significant 

difference can be 

detected. 
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Fig.14. A comparison 

between XRD curves of 

BZO, MgO 002 planes 

under hydrogen 

atmosphere, but at 

different temperature 

Green line: at T=50°C 

Red line: at T=100°C 

Blue line: at T=150°C 

 

No significant change 

in the height of peaks is 

detected, but the peaks 

of MgO is shifted 

leftwards a bit when the 

temperature goes 

higher, this shifting 

could be caused by the 

thermal expansion. 

 

 

6.3 Rocking Curves 

 

Fig.15. A comparison between 

rocking curves of BZO 001 

planes, with and without 

hydrogen. Curve without 

hydrogen is in red line and 

squares. Pressure P≈1.1 × 10−8 

Torr. Curve with hydrogen is in 

green line and crosses. Pressure 

P≈10 Torr. Both scans are 

conducted at temperature 

T=100°C 

 

The sharpness of the rocking 

curves before and after 

exposing the sample in the 

hydrogen atmosphere is 

similar, showing that the 

changing in the pressure 

doesn’t destruct the sample. 
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Fig.16. A comparison between 

rocking curves of BZO 001 

planes under hydrogen 

atmosphere, but at different 

temperature 
Green line: at T=50°C 

Red line: at T=100°C 

Blue line: at T=150°C 

 

Shapes of rocking curves at 

different temperature looks 

alike, showing that changing 

temperature from 50°C to 

150°C doesn’t destruct the 

sample. 

 

7. Conclusion and Discussion 

With the completion of this project, a valid XRD Simulator Program is developed, 

with its reliability confirmed in many aspects, e.g. the FWHM from the lab data and 

the program-generated curve are similar, the position of the peaks of the simulator’s 

curve are verified by the Powder Diffraction File. This program can also be used in 

any other diffraction experiments, to investigate any material with a known lattice 

structure. 

During the BZO hydrogen interstitials simulation conducted by the program a notable 

change in the 001 peak height is observed.  

However, when expose BZO thin film sample to hydrogen atmosphere, there is no 

significant change in the XRD curve.  

There are 2 possible reasons to explain this. 

Firstly, it is possible that the hydrogen doesn’t get into the BZO crystal. At the 

preferred sites calculated by Björketun et al, the hydrogen atoms (or ions) are at lower 

energy, there may exist a dissociation energy barrier, preventing the hydrogen 

interstitials from happening. 

Secondly, it is possible that the hydrogen does get into the BZO crystal, but in a 

different way other than the way introduced in the Atom Position Generator program. 

As described above, the simulator program can only simulate the fully loading mode, 

i.e. all the preferred sites are taken by hydrogen. In this ideal case, the periodicity is 

also idealized, resulting in obvious additional peaks. However, in real life, it is almost 

impossible to get the sample fully loaded. The changes in peak height, if there are any, 

would never be as obvious as predicted by the simulator program used in this thesis. 
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8. Outlook of XRD Analysis in the Future 

Just like the way Miller index simplifies the description of the positions of each atom, 

the Atomic Form Factor simplifies the distribution of electrons w.r.t the position of 

their atom, the Debye-Waller factor simplifies the distribution of the atoms around 

their equilibrium position. These are all extremely efficient old-fashioned ways to get 

the complicated behavior of the atoms’ and electrons’ movement.  

Nowadays, with the help of computer science, a more straightforward way to simulate 

the interaction between X-ray and atomic electrons seems to be possible. With the 

spirit of Monto-Carlo method, we don’t need to know where exactly the electrons and 

atoms are, we can just “guess”, according to the probability density function, and 

guess over and over again, then finally stack all our guess together. 

However, generating the curves is not the end of the work, it is always necessary to 

come back to the good old friends, e.g. Atomic Form Factor, Debye-Waller Factor 

etc., to describe the behavior of these confined particles in human’s language. 
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Appendix I: XRD Simulator Program 

Code in Python 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

 

import math 

import numpy 

import cmath 

 

#====================== Simulation Constants Set Ups ============================================ 

Lattice_Constant=4.203 

# Imaginary_Number is a complex number that only has the imaginary part, 1i, can be used as i in calculation. 

Imaginary_Number=complex(0,1) 

# A unit vector in the direction of the normal vector of the 001 planes 

Normal_Unit=numpy.array([0,0,1]) 

# Wavelength of X-ray 

Lambda_XR=1.540598 

# Starting point of theta 

Theta_In_Radians=0 

#========== A class that contains element's all the information used in the calculation of Form Factor ============== 

class Element_Class: 

    def __init__(self,E_Name,a_1,a_2,a_3,a_4,b_1,b_2,b_3,b_4,E_c): 

        self.Element_Name=E_Name       

        self.a=[a_1,a_2,a_3,a_4] 

        self.b=[b_1,b_2,b_3,b_4] 

        self.c=E_c 

       

# Here is 4 element objects used in our experiment 

 

Ba_Element_2_Positive=Element_Class("Ba",20.1807,19.1136,10.9054,0.77634,3.21367,0.28331,20.0558,51.746,3.02902) 

Zr_Element_4_Positive=Element_Class("Zr",18.1668,10.0562,1.01118,-2.6479,1.2148,10.1483,21.6054,-0.10276,9.41454) 

O_Element_2_Negative=Element_Class("O",3.0485,2.2868,1.5463,0.867,13.2771,5.7011,0.3239,32.9089,0.2508) 

Mg_Element_2_Positive=Element_Class("Mg",3.4988,3.8378,1.3284,0.8497,2.1676,4.7542,0.185,10.1411,0.4853) 

 

#=============== A function to include Debye-Waller factor into the calculation ========================= 

def Debye_Waller_Factor(seita): 

    DWF=36.7 

    return math.exp(-DWF*(math.sin(seita)/Lambda_XR)*(math.sin(seita)/Lambda_XR)) 

#============= A class that contains all the useful information of an atom in XRD ======================= 

class Atom_Class: 

    def __init__(self, Atom_F,Atom_x,Atom_y,Atom_z): 

        self.F=Atom_F 

        self.x=Atom_x 
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        self.y=Atom_y 

        self.z=Atom_z 

        self.E=self.Element_Selection() 

        self.R=numpy.array([self.x,self.y,self.z]) 

        #print (self.F) 

    # A function to calculate the form factor 

    def Form_Factor_Calculator(self): 

        # self.E is the element of THIS atom 

        temp_E=self.E 

        temp_F=temp_E.c 

        for i in range(4): 

            temp_F=temp_F+temp_E.a[i]*math.exp(-

temp_E.b[i]*(math.sin(Theta_In_Radians)/Lambda_XR)*(math.sin(Theta_In_Radians)/Lambda_XR)) 

        return temp_F    

     

    def Structure_Factor_Calculator(self): 

        #Calculate the dot product by the normal unit vector and the location vector of this atom (n*r) 

        dot_product=Normal_Unit.dot(self.R) 

        #Calculate the exponent used in the structure calculator with the dot product 

        #Here the exponent of e is an imaginary number, i.e. an imaginary part of a complex number. 

        e_power=Imaginary_Number*(dot_product*4*math.pi*math.sin(Theta_In_Radians)/Lambda_XR) 

        #Calculate the structure factor of this atom with the exponent and the form factor calculated with function above. 

        return (self.Form_Factor_Calculator())*(cmath.exp(e_power)) 

       # return (self.Atom_Element.Form_Factor_Calculator())*(cmath.exp(e_power)) 

        

    #========================================================================================        

    # This is a function to let the program know which element does THIS atom object belong to, with the Z number in the data. 

    def Element_Selection(self): 

        if int(self.F)==56: 

            return Ba_Element_2_Positive 

        elif int(self.F)==40: 

            return Zr_Element_4_Positive 

        elif int(self.F)==8: 

            return O_Element_2_Negative 

        elif int(self.F)==12: 

            return Mg_Element_2_Positive        

     

#========================= An function calculates relative intensity from structure factor 

========================= 

def Intensity_Calculator(Comp_Temp): 

    Intensity_Temp=Comp_Temp*(numpy.conjugate(Comp_Temp)) 

    return Intensity_Temp 
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#===================== Main Program ======================================================== 

#=============== Create atoms with data from config file ========================================== 

Atoms_Config=open('BZO_H.txt','r') 

Lattice_Cell=[] 

Number_Of_Atoms=int(Atoms_Config.readline()) 

 

#====== A loop to create an array, to store all the atoms objects with the parameters from config file ================ 

for j in range(0,Number_Of_Atoms): 

    Temp_Atom_F=float(Atoms_Config.readline()) 

    Temp_Atom_x=float(Atoms_Config.readline()) 

    Temp_Atom_y=float(Atoms_Config.readline()) 

    Temp_Atom_z=float(Atoms_Config.readline()) 

     

    Temp_Atom=Atom_Class(Temp_Atom_F,Temp_Atom_x,Temp_Atom_y,Temp_Atom_z) 

     

    Lattice_Cell.append(Temp_Atom) 

 

# A file manipulater to write intensities in a file 

 

Intensity_With_Theta=open("BZO_XRD_H.txt","w") 

 

#====== A loop to go through from theta=0 to theta=180, in degrees, with steplength=0.1 degree ================== 

for Theta in numpy.arange(5,25,0.01): 

    Theta_In_Radians=math.radians(Theta) 

    Total_Structure_Factor_At_This_Theta=0 

    #========== A loop to calculate the total structure factor of the lattice cell at a fixed 2Theta ===================== 

    for n in range(0,Number_Of_Atoms): 

        

Total_Structure_Factor_At_This_Theta=Total_Structure_Factor_At_This_Theta+Lattice_Cell[n].Structure_Factor_Calculator(

) 

    #print ("The Total Structure Factor At ",Theta,"Degree is ",Total_Structure_Factor_At_This_Theta) 

    

Intensity_At_This_Theta=Intensity_Calculator(Total_Structure_Factor_At_This_Theta)*Debye_Waller_Factor(Theta_In_Radi

ans) 

    #print ("The Relative Intensity At ",Theta,"Degree is ",Intensity_At_This_Theta) 

    #print (Theta_In_Radians,Intensity_At_This_Theta.real,"\n") 

    print (2*Theta) 

    Intensity_With_Theta.write(str(Theta)) 

    Intensity_With_Theta.write("  ") 

    Intensity_With_Theta.write(str(Intensity_At_This_Theta.real)) 

    Intensity_With_Theta.write("\n") 

 

Intensity_With_Theta.close() 

print ("=======================================================================") 
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Appendix II: Atom Position Generator Program 

Code in Python 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

 

import math 

import numpy 

import cmath 

import pprint 

 

a_BZO=4.203 

a_MgO=4.2245 

 

N_BZO_L=70 

N_MgO_L=100 

#========================== Atom Class ============================================== 

class atom: 

    def __init__(self, atom_F,atom_x,atom_y,atom_z): 

        self.F=atom_F 

        self.x=atom_x 

        self.y=atom_y 

        self.z=atom_z 

         

    # A rotation function, using rotation matrix, to change the position of this atom according to the rotation angle. 

    def rotate(self,alpha): 

        temp_matrix=[[self.x],[self.y]] 

        temp_angle=numpy.radians(alpha) 

        temp_rotation_matrix=[[float(math.cos(temp_angle)),float(-

math.sin(temp_angle))],[float(math.sin(temp_angle)),float(math.cos(temp_angle))]] 

        temp_result=numpy.matmul(temp_rotation_matrix,temp_matrix) 

        self.x=temp_result[0][0] 

        self.y=temp_result[1][0] 

 

#========================== BaZrO3 Lattice Class ============================================== 

class BaZrO3_lattice: 

    def __init__(self, lattice_i, lattice_j, lattice_k): 

         

        # Find the position of the lattice in the Frame of Reference of the whole film, according to the index of this lattice, i,j,k. 

        self.lattice_0x=lattice_i*a_BZO 

        self.lattice_0y=lattice_j*a_BZO 

        self.lattice_0z=lattice_k*a_BZO 
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        # Find the positions of the atoms in the Frame of Reference of the whole film, according to the coordinates of these atoms 

relative to the origin of the lattice. 

        self.Zr_atom=atom(40,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.Ba_atom=atom(56,self.lattice_0x+a_BZO/2,self.lattice_0y+a_BZO/2,self.lattice_0z+a_BZO/2) 

        self.O1_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x+a_BZO/2,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.O2_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y+a_BZO/2,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.O3_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z+a_BZO/2) 

         

        self.all_atoms=[self.Ba_atom,self.Zr_atom,self.O1_atom,self.O2_atom,self.O3_atom] 

         

    # To rotate this lattice is to rotate all the atoms in this lattice 

    def rotate(self,alpha): 

        for p in range(0,5): 

            self.all_atoms[p].rotate(alpha) 

             

#=========================== MgO Lattice Class ============================================== 

class MgO_lattice: 

    def __init__(self, lattice_i, lattice_j, lattice_k): 

         

        # Find the position of the lattice in the Frame of Reference of the whole film, according to the index of this lattice, i,j,k.         

        self.lattice_0x=lattice_i*a_MgO 

        self.lattice_0y=lattice_j*a_MgO 

        self.lattice_0z=lattice_k*a_MgO+N_BZO_L*a_BZO 

         

        # Find the positions of the atoms in the Frame of Reference of the whole film, according to the coordinates of these atoms 

relative to the origin of the lattice. 

        self.Mg1_atom=atom(12,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.Mg2_atom=atom(12,self.lattice_0x+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0y+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.Mg3_atom=atom(12,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0z+a_MgO/2) 

        self.Mg4_atom=atom(12,self.lattice_0x+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z+a_MgO/2) 

         

        self.O1_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.O2_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0z) 

        self.O3_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x,self.lattice_0y,self.lattice_0z+a_MgO/2) 

        self.O4_atom=atom(8,self.lattice_0x+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0y+a_MgO/2,self.lattice_0z+a_MgO/2) 

         

        

self.all_atoms=[self.Mg1_atom,self.Mg2_atom,self.Mg3_atom,self.Mg4_atom,self.O1_atom,self.O2_atom,self.O3_atom,self.O4

_atom] 

         

    # To rotate this lattice is to rotate all the atoms in this lattice 

    def rotate(self,alpha): 

        for p in range(0,8): 
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            self.all_atoms[p].rotate(alpha) 

 

# An array containing all the BaZrO3 lattice             

all_BaZrO3_lattice=[[[BaZrO3_lattice(i,j,k) for k in range(0,N_BZO_L)]for j in range(0,2)]for i in range(0,2)] 

'''print (all_BaZrO3_lattice[20][20][5].lattice_0z)''' 

# An array containing all the MgO lattice    

all_MgO_lattice=[[[MgO_lattice(i,j,k) for k in range(0,N_MgO_L)]for j in range(0,2)]for i in range(0,2)] 

'''print (all_MgO_lattice[20][20][5].lattice_0z)''' 

 

# Hydrogen interstitials 

for i in range(0,2): 

    for j in range(0,2): 

        for k in range(0,N_BZO_L): 

            if (i+j+k)%2==0: 

                all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O1_atom.z=all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O1_atom.z+0.35 

                all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O3_atom.x=all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O3_atom.x+0.35 

                 

            else: 

                all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O1_atom.z=all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O1_atom.z-0.35 

                all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O3_atom.x=all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].O3_atom.x-0.35 

 

''' 

# Rotation 

for i in range(0,30): 

    for j in range(0,30): 

        for k in range(0,30): 

            all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].rotate(45) 

            all_MgO_lattice[i][j][k].rotate(45) 

''' 

 

number_of_atoms=N_BZO_L*5*4+N_MgO_L*8*4 

# Output positions of atoms in BaZrO3 

fout=open('BZO_H.txt','w') 

fout.write(str(number_of_atoms)) 

fout.write('\n') 

for i in range(0,2): 

    for j in range(0,2): 

        for k in range(0,N_BZO_L): 

            for l in range(0,5): 

                fout.write(str(all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].F)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].x)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].y)) 
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                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_BaZrO3_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].z)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                print(i,j,k) 

                 

for i in range(0,2): 

    for j in range(0,2): 

        for k in range(0,N_MgO_L): 

            for l in range(0,8): 

                fout.write(str(all_MgO_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].F)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_MgO_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].x)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_MgO_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].y)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                fout.write(str(all_MgO_lattice[i][j][k].all_atoms[l].z)) 

                fout.write('\n') 

                print(i,j,k)                 

fout.close() 

print ('============================== End ==============================') 


